The second English test of the second trimester
Level :4 AM

Name : …………….............

Timing : 1 Hour

Class : ……………… 2016-2017

Text:

I often wonder about my future as I am about to finish my Secondary School. The
number one question on my mind is which profession should I choose? I want a profession
that will satisfy me, challenge me and bring me joy. I believe that a job should be like a
hobby. I want to love my work.
First of all, As soon as I finish Secondary School, I will take the first important exam
of my life. I will be tested in four different subjects: the English and German languages,
Biology and Chemistry. When I pass my exam, I will study Pharmacy or Medicine at the
University to become a pharmacist or a doctor.
Also, before I have a family, I will travel overseas. I want to see countries like Japan,
Finland and South Africa. After I finish my education and travels, I will get married.

I would like to live with my future family in a quiet, natural countryside setting.

Adapted from: http://busyteacher.org/15831-reading-comprehension-my-future-plans-and.html (by Khaled Nacereddine)

PART ONE ( 14 pts. )

I/ Reading comprehension: (07 Pts.)

Activity One: Answer the following questions:( 02Pts.)

1/ Is the author a student at the secondary school? ……………………………………………………………………………
2/ Does he want to be a translator? ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Activity Two :Read and write:”true” ,”false” or “not mentioned” (03Pts.)

1/ The author is talking about his future plans and expectations. …………………………………..
2/ He is about 18 years old. ………………………………..
3/ He will get married before he travels overseas. ……………………………………

Activity Three: Match each word with its appropriate meaning: ( 02Pts.)
word
1.
2.
3.
4.

Meaning

wonder
setting
hobby
Pass

a. succeed
b. think about something which you are not sure about
c. an activity that we enjoy doing in our free time
d. place/general environment
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II/Mastery of the language: ( 07 Pts.)

Activity One : Write occupation noun forms of the following verbs or nouns, using a suffix (02pts )
science
translate
Electricity
travell

……………….................
………………................
……………….................
………………...................

Activity Two:Write the correct form of the verbs between brackets : (03Pts.)
1/ He ( not to go) ………………………..to university if he ( to fail )……………………. in the exam.
2/ He will work hard until he ( to get )…………………… a job.

Activity Three:Find in the text four words that have the following sounds. (02Pts.)
/ i: / meat
1………………………………..
2……………………………….

/ u: / food
1……………………………..
2…………………………….

Part two : ( 06 pts )
Situation of integration :
You have the Brevet exam this year.You will succeed if you work hard and you may fail if you don’t .
Write a paragraph to tell us what you will do if you don’t get it.
* Here are some ideas to help you :
. go to a vocational training school.
. train to be plumber/barber /dressmaker / hairdresser....................
. start your own business.
. open a workshop/ a saloon /...........................
. visit some cities/countries
. get married
...................................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................................
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Correction of The second English test
Level: 4 AM

Name:

Timing: 1 Hour

Class: 4am

Text:
I often wonder about my future as I am about to finish my Secondary School. The

number one question on my mind is which profession should I choose? I want a profession
that will satisfy me, challenge me and bring me joy. I believe that a job should be like a
hobby. I want to love my work.
First of all, As soon as I finish Secondary School, I will take the first important exam
of my life. I will be tested in four different subjects: the English and German languages,
Biology and Chemistry. When I pass my exam, I will study Pharmacy or Medicine at the
University to become a pharmacist or a doctor.
Also, before I have a family, I will travel overseas. I want to see countries like Japan,
Finland and South Africa. After I finish my education and travels, I will get married.
I would like to live with my future family in a quiet, natural countryside setting.

PART ONE (14 pts.)
I/ Reading comprehension: (07 Pts.)

Activity One:
Answer the following questions :( 02Pts.)
1/ is the author a student at the secondary school? Yes, he is. / 1pt
2/ Does he wants to be a translator? No, he doesn’t. /1pt

Activity Two:
Read and write: «true”,”false” or “not mentioned” (03Pts.)

1/ the author is talking about his future plans and expectations. True / 1pt
2/ He is about 18 years old. Not mentioned / 1pt
3/ He will get married before he travels overseas. False / 1pt

Activity Three:
Match each word with its appropriate meaning: (02Pts.)
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II/Mastery of the language: (07 Pts.)

Activity One:

Write occupation noun forms of the following verbs or nouns, using a suffix (02pts)
science
translate
Electricity
travell

Scientist /0.5 pt
Translator /0.5 pt
Electrician /0.5 pt
Traveller /0.5 pt

Activity Two:
Write the correct form of the verbs between brackets: (03Pts.)
1/ He won’t go /1pt to university if he fails / 1pt in the exam.
2/ He will work hard until he gets / 1pt a job.

Activity Three:
Find in the text four words that have the following sounds. (02Pts.)
/ i: / meat
1- Me /0.5 pt
2- overseas /0.5 pt

/ u: / food
1- School /0.5 pt
2- soon /0.5 pt

Part two : ( 06 pts )
Situation of integration :

First, I’ll go to the lycée as soon as I pass my brevet exam.
Next, I’ll study hard for three years until I pass my baccalaureate.
Then, I’ll travel around Algeria when I leave the lycée.
After that, I’ll work for some time before I go to the university to train
as an architect.
Finally, I’ll build glass houses after I get my diploma.
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